Wireless, Chemtrails And You
Wireless, Chemtrails And You .....
- by William Thomas
Next time you’re on a cellphone looking up at those long lingering plumes spreading across the sky, you might
decide to end that call. If you spot any cell towers, roof-mounted transmitters or high-voltage power lines within a
mile of your location, you may wish to evacuate the area immediately. And once home, you will want to permanently
disconnect all wireless devices, including computer routers and “always-on” portable phone cradles. Because what
you see in the sky is what you breathe. And chances are you’ve been breathing barium for more than a decade.
Barium Conducts Electromagnetic Energy
Ever since Captain Kirk teleported to the surface of an alien planet and whipped out his portable communicator,
everyone Earthside wanted one. And the telecos gave us flip-phones. Along with compulsive texting, streaming
video, online gaming and banking, the worldwide web and more.
It took more than 20 years to connect the first billion subscribers. But only another 40 months to connect the
second billion. The three billionth “user” placed a cell phone call just 24 months after that.
Never before in human history have so many embraced such risky technology so fast. In Toronto alone, there are
7,500 cell towers. In the USA: over 190,000.
BioElectric Beings

Everyone fixated on Captain
Kirk’s hand-phaser. But his
wireless communicator was
the real ray gun that could
not be dialled down.
Cell phones and “cellular
networks” are aptly named.
Every transmission disrupts
your cells directly. “Human
beings are bioelectrical
systems. Our hearts and
brains are regulated by
internal bioelectrical
signals. Environmental
exposures to artificial EMFs
can interact with
fundamental biological
processes in the human
body,” states the landmark
BioInitiativemetastudy.
As former microwave
warfare expert Barry
Trower points out, an
invisible ocean of
electromagnetic waves
from radio, radar and TV transmissions, cell towers, smart grids and overhead power cables traveling at the speed
of light “can all be reflected and refracted” by metal appliances, rain, snow, glass and conductive materials
deliberately sprayed into the air.
You Are an Antenna
A water-filled upright human is a sizeable antenna. And since all moving electrons generate electrical current, all
those electromagnetic waves inundating our everyday lives pass into our bodies, where they each generate an
electric current. These induced electric currents change the charge on which our complex bioelectrical
body/brain/heart network operates to maintain our health and vitality.
Microwaves at 1/10th British safety guidelines emit frequencies causing the biggest changes in cell calcium levels…
as reported in the UK Daily Mail.
Wireless Headaches
Headaches can stem from microwave-induced leakage of harmful molecules through the blood-brain barrier.
[Electronics Australia Magazine Feb/00]
At one-ten-thousanth of a watt, the blood-brain barrier opens, allowing blood proteins inside to disrupt brain signals
and start killing brain cells. A cell phone typically transmits at 2 watts.

Just two minutes on a cell phone, or sitting near a wireless computer router or portable phone cradle, shortscircuits the electrical ion activity powering the blood-brain barrier. This allows proteins and other blood toxins to
enter the brain and resume damaging neurons in thinking and memory centers. Dr. Leif Salford is finding
“astonishing number of dead neuron cells, actually suffering holes in their brains from the damage” caused by a
single cell phone call.
No wonder wireless-altered brains lead to lack of concentration, memory loss, aggressive behavior, accelerated
aging, impaired learning ability and dementia. Fibrils of proteins clumping in electromagnetically-altered brains are
an identifying characteristic of Alzheimer’s, Early Onset Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Fibromyalgia, Multiple Sclerosis and
cancer patients.
“There is strong evidence that… microwaves are associated with accelerated aging (enhanced cell death and cancer)
and moods, depression, suicide, anger, rage and violence, primarily through alteration of cellular calcium ions and
the melatonin/serotonin balance,” writes veteran EMF researcher Dr. Neil Cherry in New Zealand.
So Far, So Bad
While hundreds of millions of wireless addicts insist that nothing negative is happening, the effects of this invisible
plague are worsening. In the United States, one in six children currently suffers neurological disability. With the
much heralded new 4G LTE networks and devices “producing a waveform that maximizes radiation absorption for 36 year olds,” writes Simon Best, the accelerating trend is straight up.
The electrosmog blanketing cities worldwide would resemble the murky view from Shanghai’s high-rise windows if it
were visible. Just add micro-particulate fallout from undisclosed aerosol spray programs and one in three people
can expect to be diagnosed with asthma.
Low frequencies are directly linked with epidemic rates of dementia that threaten to bankrupt Canada, the USA and
much of the world within a few decades – just as the challenges and costs of crop-killing climate-shifts, sea-level rises
and increasingly costly oil will require all the smarts and cash we can muster.
“The scope of the looming medical-care disaster is beyond comparison with anything that has been faced during the
entire history of humanity,” declares dementia expert Dr. Barry Greenberg in Toronto.
“The medical-care system is going to be bankrupt by 2050 if we don’t figure out a way to delay or treat Alzheimer’s
disease,” echoes U.S. health and human services secretary, Kathleen Sebelius.
Brain cell membranes made leaky by electromagnetic radiation exposure create enough energy to excite neurons
into hair-trigger mode, overloading hyperactive brains. More than 1 in 10 children in the United States are currently
diagnosed with Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.
A 6,000% increase in autism diagnosis in recent years has kept pace with the proliferation of wireless grids and
gadgets.
As reported in the UK Telegraph, 1980 to 2000 saw an increase of nearly 50% in the estimated number of new cases
of Malignant Brain/Central Nervous System tumors in the United States.
Anyone who starts using wireless devices at any age can expect a 500% risk of developing brain cancer within 10
years – even sooner for children. Using cell and cordless phones is even worse.

“For such a risk to show up in cellphone users within 10 years, given what we know about brain tumours, which is
that they can have a latency of 40 years, is deeply, deeply disturbing,” worries Dr. Devra Davis. [MSN June 7/04; Globe
& Mail Sept 24/10]
Bye Bye Babies
Up to 16% of North American couples are already experiencing infertility – a near doubling since 1992. In cell towerfestooned Delhi, one in four couples cannot conceive after trying for two years or longer. Surviving sperm are
increasingly found to be too damaged to achieve fertilisation. [TNN Aug 13/09]
At current rates, plummeting global sperm counts will hit ‘zero’ by 2048.
Barium Blues
Almost from the beginning of chemtrails consciousness, Clifford Carnicom began documenting high levels of
reactive barium salts falling from chemtrails grids over Santa Fe, New Mexico. Carnicom claimed these salts are
making the Earth more conductive.
He was right. In the fall of 2002, a long-time landscaper working for the City of Edmonton began noticing that
carefully tended flowers and trees were showing signs of severe nutrient deficiencies. City specifications call for
Electrical Conductivity readings no higher than “1” in local soils. But Dave Dickie’s soil samples tested for EC 4.6 to 7times higher than this maximum permissible level.
Dickie wondered if elevated levels of electricity-conducting metals in the soils could be leading to the plants’
“chlorosis” condition. A $33 lab test of snow samples collected in a sterilized container confirmed elevated levels of
aluminum and barium. Norwest Labs lab report #336566 found
q aluminum levels: 0.148 milligrams/litre
q barium levels: 0.006 milligrams/litre
Widespread tree and fish die-offs in California are also being blamed on abnormally high levels of barium and less
conductive aluminum. At Lake Shasta, Francis Mangels, a retired soil conservationist and PhD wildlife biologist who
worked for the U.S. Forest Service for over 35 years, told Dane Wigington that he blames pH over 10-times the
alkalinity of normal soil on huge increases of aluminum oxide.
Dane Wigington reports that normal background levels of aluminum oxide in the Mt. Shasta snow is 1/2 unit. (In this
case, ug/l). Allowable aluminum in drinking water is 50 units. Government action is required at 1,000 units of
detected aluminum. The EPA-tested snow on Mt. Shasta shows aluminum at 61,100 units.
Barium clocked in at an elevated 83 units.
By July 2001, California state officials still could not explain why barium levels had nearly doubled since 1991. They
still can’t say why barium levels in soils and water are rising, when industrial barium pollution has all but vanished.
In March 2002, two Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory scientists at Wright Patterson Air Force Base told
award-winning reporter Bob Fitrakis that they were involved in two aerial spray programs. One spreads aluminum
oxide in the upper atmosphere to reflect incoming sunlight and slow global warming. The other lays down barium
stearate aerosols for “over the horizon” military communications, 3-D mapping and radar. Soapy rainwater on
highways is a signature of barium salts, one scientist said.

Link to image
Chemtrails over Massachusetts and Connecticut in 2012
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------They also confirmed that HAARP transmissions from Alaska are being used to bend the jet stream.
In 2008, a Louisiana newscast focused on barium, which the news station called a “hallmark of chemtrails.” When
KSLA had chemtrail fallout analysed, the 6.8 ppm barium levels was “more than six times the toxic level set by the
EPA.” The Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality confirmed that the high levels of Barium were “very
unusual.”
Two years later, Arizona air particulates of aluminum and barium surged. Lab tests indicate how many times they
are over the allowable toxic limit:
Aluminum: 15.8x
Barium: 5.3x
Clifford Carnicom now states that the amount of Barium in our atmosphere exceeds by eight-times the level deemed
safe for humans to breathe. Smaller animals are simply out of luck. And, as Earth’s Sixth Great Extinction keeps
rolling, maybe out of time.
Microwave Sickness and Chemtrail Related Illness
Embryos, fetuses, infants and children are especially vulnerable to pulsed wireless signals, which penetrate directly
through their rapidly developing bodies and brains.
“Children who were exposed to cell phones before and/or after birth tended to have higher prevalence of emotional
symptoms, behavioral problems, inattention, hyperactivity and problems with peers,” says prominent EMF
researcher Professor Kjell Mild in Sweden. Children and teenagers are five-times more likely to develop brain cancer
if they use cell phones.
Microwave Sickness is already of significant public concern in countries where wireless technologies were
introduced some 10 years ahead of North America. “Hot spots” include Sweden, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, Austria, Greece and Israel.
Sweden leads the pack. Data collected by the Swedish government has found that the introduction of cellphone
technology nationwide in 1997 coincided with an alarming increase in prostate cancer, brain tumors, melanomas
and lung cancers. So did deaths from Alzheimer’s, traffic accident injuries, sick leave rates, and the numbers of
infants born with heart problems.
With a quarter-million residents now on permanent paid disability for microwave illness, Sweden changes
everything. [Pathophysiology June/09]
Chemtrails are also reported over these countries.
Widespread common complaints of Chemtrail Related Illness and Microwave Sickness include, but are not limited to:
aching joints

asthma attacks
fierce headaches
sudden dizziness
rashes and sores
gastro-intestinal discomfort
persistent dry hacking cough
inability to concentrate or remember simple things
heart flutter, inflammation, stoppage
“Cell phones have enjoyed exceptional freedom from government oversight and control to protect against health
and environmental hazards,” comments Dr. John Wargo, professor of Environmental Risk and Policy at Yale
University.
Just like chemtrails.
After winning the German and European Solar prizes for his hometown solar energy projects, former Greenpeace
activist Werner Altnickel warns that the stratosphere is being sprayed with chemicals and metals as a means to slow
climate change, manipulate the weather and create inductive fields.
Based on a complex conductivity equation known as the VTRPE, the USAF continues to spread barium into the upper
atmosphere to “duct” electromagnetic energy over-the-horizon. Even if commercial wireless frequencies are not
conducted as coherent signals by chemtrails specifically “tuned” to HAARP frequencies, all commercial RF/Microwave
energy is going to be randomly confabulated and conducted by the barium-strontium chemtrail mix.
If you think this is too much electromagnetic radiation for any body/brain to handle, you’re right. By 1971, a (recently
declassified) U.S. Navy document summarized more than 2,300 studies describing health effects from microwave
radiation. Today, more than 6,000 studies connect wireless and other EMR with more than 122 biological effects.
Total number of scientific studies on the potential effects on humans, animals, plants and insects from electricallyconductive contrails: zero.
There Is No Ducking Ducting
With highly conductive barium chemtrails being spread to propagate HAARP and other military radio and radar
transmissions over the horizon, chemical “antennas” spread over urban centres are also ducting, amplifying and
altering already dangerously high levels of Radio Frequency and microwave pollution from ubiquitous cell phone
towers, radio and TV transmitters, civilian radars and so-called “smart grids”.
Pioneer researcher Dr. George Carlo headed the first extensive wireless radiation research for Motorola from 1993
to 1999 and lost his funding over his alarming findings.
Dr. Carlo now worries:
“EMR is most likely a synergen. The exposures such as pesticides, chemtrails, harvesting of forests and urban sprawl
are not causes competing with EMR – they are additive and synergistic [or amplifying] causes. They are insults to the
system that requires strong biological compensation to overcome. EMR depletes that ability to compensate, and
thus the person or species succumbs to the effects of the environmental insult more severely and more rapidly.”
What Now?

Things are not getting better fast.
As EU nations begin reducing wireless exposure across Europe in the wake of the landmark BioInitiative study, the
global roll-out of wireless smart meters and their supporting microwave grids threatens to push exposure levels
beyond human endurance.
Exposure to microwave and radiowave radiation from these meters is involuntary and continuous. Unlike cell
phones and other wireless distractions operating at the same frequencies, you can’t switch smart meters off.
Smart Meters emit these hazardous frequencies almost continuously, day and night, seven days a week. The 603
million smart meters slated to be installed worldwide over the next five years will begin emitting electrosmog from
billions of new transmitters just as geoengineering efforts shift into even more desperate and relentless
conductivity!
Exposure is additive, points out Santa Cruz County Health Officer Dr. Poki Namkung, adding:
“No FFC safety standards exist for chronic, long-term exposure to EMF, or from multiple sources.”
To handle all the wireless traffic from smart meters and constantly updated android apps, Fourth Generation 4GHz
LTE may enhance the industry’s Long Term Evolution – while severely curtailing our own. Lower frequency 4G LTE
boasts even higher “penetration rates” into buildings and bodies than higher frequency microwaves. And 5G is close
behind.
Just Say “NO!”
To date, no agency or organisation is examining the effects of electrically conductive chemtrails over towns and
cities already saturated with electromagnetic transmissions.
They should.
For city dwellers, and increasingly in rural areas, daily exposure to EMF radiation is more than 100 million times
higher than it was in your grandparents’ time. As author Simon Best wrote in his book “Electromagnetic Man: Health
and Hazard in the Electrical Environment“:
“Certainly if mobile phones had been a new drug they would never have got out of the laboratory.”
Chemtrails and electromagnetic fields are synergistically linked.
Since October 2002, the Freiburger Appeal has been signed by more than 6,000 doctors and health professionals
asking the German Government to revise wireless safety standards and prohibit portable phones.
Alarmed by the Freiburger Appeal, the BioInitiative Report and 165 million Europeans suffering from brain disorders,
the European Council ruled that mobile phones and computers with wireless internet connections pose a risk to
human health. In May 2011, the Council of Europe began removing all Wi-Fi devices from schools. [Reuters Sept 4 /11;
Telegraph May 24/11]
Today, EMF experts with the international stature of Dr. George Carlo, Dr. Olle Johansson, Dr. Leif Salford, Dr. Neill
Cherry, Dr. Robert Becker, Dr. David Carpenter and many others are publicly expressing alarm. They warn that
continually blanketing our home planet with overlapping, pulsed wireless transmissions emissions never before

encountered on Earth will result in mass brain-wiping, a worldwide inability to reproduce, and the extinction of the
human race.
Unless stopped, the convergence of electrically-conductive chemtrails with wireless frequencies will only ensure this
outcome at an accelerated rate.
What Can You Do?
1. Never expose pregnant mothers or children to wireless radiation.
2. Turn off all portable phone cradles and wireless routers.
3. Limit your cell phone use to a minute a month. Or talk for an hour a day and accept a 400% increased cancer risk
over the coming decade.
4. Demand that your city and state emulate the recommendation from the European Committee of Ministers for all
member states to “ban all mobile phones, [portable] phones or WiFi or Wireless Local Area Network systems from
classrooms and schools.”
5. Don’t fall for “safer” wireless speakerphones and air-tube headsets. Regardless of the excuse behind their
purchase, every additional wireless gadget jacks up the need for more relay towers transmitting at ever-higher
frequencies. And the higher the frequency, the more transparent our bodies become to electromagnetic energy.
6. Stop Chemtrails! Continue educating media and the public. Attend local government meetings. It is illegal to
introduce stray electrical fields that use human beings to complete the circuit. Alert lawyers to this new “Illegally
Conductive Barium” approach to initiating class action lawsuits.
7. Stop Smart Meters! Keep educating the media and the public. Attend local governance meetings. Alert lawyers to
these “Illegally Conductive Barium” findings to initiating class action lawsuits against wireless smart meters.
8. To dissipate electromagnetic fields and ensure proper rest, “power down” bedrooms and grounding your body to
the planet’s natural electromagnetic field by Googling and using grounding pad under your sheets. As Earthcalm
points out, “Manmade electricity has severed the connection. Instead of resonating to the planet, the cells are
resonating to the electricity in homes/and workplace.”
Related Articles on Wake Up World:
Chemtrails: Do You Have Heavy Metals Poisoning?
Chemtrails: The Consequences of Toxic Metals and Chemical Aerosols on Human Health
Aerosol Crimes, Illness & Weather Modification in Los Angeles
The Most Important Topic of 2013?
Geo-Engineering: Chemtrails, Cover-Ups and Human Experiments
Chemtrails: Why In The World Are They Spraying? And When Will They Learn?
Agenda 21: The Dark Underbelly of Sustainable Development
The ElectroMagnetic War on Humanity
HAARP: Weather Altering, Earthquake Making Machine
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Dutch and Japanese. A life-long environmental campaigner, his video documentary “Eco War” won the 1991 US
Environmental Festival award for “Best Documentary Short”. Recipient of four Canadian feature-writing awards,
William has been writing about wireless hazards since the publication of “Scorched Earth” in 1991. His most recent
book “Chemtrails Confirmed” records his ongoing chemtrails investigations. Visit his website: www.willthomasonline.net
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Exposing clandestine ChemTrails programs at the EU parliament on April 9th 2013
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